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Test and document the Jitsi - Tiki provisionning in the context of WikiSuite

Status

- Open

Description

Test and document the Jitsi - Tiki provisionning in the context of WikiSuite

 Reported by
Marc Laporte

Priority
5 (low)

Area
Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware
Realtime (Openfire/Jitsi Meet)
ClearOS (deprecated)
FusionPBX (including FreeSWITCH)

Details
https://doc.tiki.org/Jitsi

For Tiki to be the Provisioning server for Jitsi. The connection info to the shared OpenLDAP address book should be included

In last tests-> Potential caching bug, where Tiki data is updated, but a restart of Jitsi doesn't use up to date info.
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